
LAKE COUNTY ORV TRAINING PARK
2374 S M-37

ORV AND/OR OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS  
March 11, 2024

Requirements of  ORV and/or Operators
           -   ORVs must only be operated within the designed ORV training areas.  Operators must follow all signage
                and the directional pattern established within the ORV areas

           -   All vehicles entering the park must be titled and licensed by the Secretary of State

           -   All ORVs shall comply with MCL 324.81133 regarding spark arresters and exhaust noise emissions

           -   All operators or passengers must comply with the provisions of MCL 324.81133 regarding crash helmets, 
               protective eyewear, safety belts, and vehicle roof/roll over protection

           -   Passengers only allowed in vehicles with designated seating or riding configurations.  No Passengers 
                allowed on dirt bikes or ATVs (Quads), unless they are two-ups

           -   Speeds on the trails should be limited to existing conditions

           -   Speed limits throughout the entire park are limited to 10 mph

           -   Riders should avoid  passing and be prepared to stop as there may be stalled vehicles or trees/limbs 
               on the trail

           -   Drive defensively, be careful, stay alert, and in control of your vehicle

           -   Operators shall limit their speed when entering the trails and training areas

           -   A person at least 16 years old is allowed to operate a 4 or 3-wheel ATV, a 2-wheel dirt bike, or a 
              side by side in all training areas
           
           -   A person at least 12 years old, but less than 16 years of age, is allowed to operate a 4-wheel ATV, 
               a 2-wheel dirt bike, or a side by side in all training areas but must have an ORV Safety Certificate and be
                supervised and accompanied by a parent of guardian
               No 3-wheeled ATV is Allowed at this age - Must be 16.

           -   A person under the age of  12 years old is only allowed to operate a 2-wheel dirt bike in the Tot Lot or 
               Beginners Loop Areas and must have an ORV Safety Ceritifcate and be supervised and accompanied  
               by a parent or guardian


